
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 15TH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, IN AND FOR PALM
BEACH COUNTY

CASE NO.:

PATRICIA CIRILLO as Personal
Representatives of the Estate of RUTH
TARDIE,

Plaintiff

vs.

THE JOSEPH L. MORSE HEALTH
CENTER, INC., and MORSELIFE HEALTH
SYSTEM,INC.

Defendants.

COMPLAINT FOR WRONGFUL DEATH DAMAGES

COMES NOW the Plaintiff PATRICIA CIRILLO as Personal Representatives of the Estate

of RUTH TARDIE, by and through undersigned counsel, and sue the Defendants, THE JOSEPH

L. MORSE HEALTH CENTER, INC. ("MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME") and MORSELIFE

HEALTH SYSTEM, INC. ("MORSE LIFE CORPORATE"), and alleges:

GENERAL JURISDICTIONAL ALLEGATIONS

1. This is a cause of action for damages, which exceeds Fifteen Thousand Dollars

($15,000.00), exclusive of costs, interest, and attorney's fees, is being filed within the applicable

statute of limitations.

2. A11 conditions precedent to the filing of this action, including compliance with

the notice provisions of Chapter 400, have been met or waived.
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3. This action is being brought by the Plaintiff for violations of Chapter 400 against

MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME and MORSE LIFE CORPORATE while RUTH TARDIE was

a resident at the Defendants' nursing home, MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME located at 4847

Fred Gladstone Drive, West Palm Beach, Florida in Palm Beach County, Florida (hereafter "the

nursing home" or "the facility").

4. At all times material RUTH TARDIE was a resident of Palm Beach County,

Florida and Patricia Cirillo is a resident of Palm Beach County, Florida, and has been appointed

the Personal Representative of the Estate of RUTH TARDIE. Exhibit l.

5. At all times material, MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME, was a Florida

corporation doing business in Palm Beach County, with a principal place of business in Palm

Beach County and an agent in Palm Beach County.

6. At all times material, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, was a Florida corporation,

authorized and doing business in Palm Beach County.

7. At all times material hereto, the Defendants were subject to the provisions of

Chapter 400 of Florida Statutes, Titles 10 and 59 of the Florida Administrative Code, and OBRA

1987, which set the standards for operating nursing homes such as this facility.

ALLEGATIONS AGAINST MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME

8. At all times material hereto, the Defendant, MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME,

was the licensee of the nursing home facility in West Palm Beach, Florida, which was authorized

to do business in the State of Florida and to operate a nursing home under the name of Morse

Life, in Palm Beach County, Florida, and is subject to the provisions of Florida Statutes Chapter

400.
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9. At all times material hereto, the Defendant, MoRSE LIFE NURSING HOME

employed the nurses and caretakers at the facility, and is therefore responsible for their tortious

conduct.

10. At all times material hereto, the Defendant, MoRSE LIFE NURSING HoME,

was operating MORSE LIFE NTIRSING HOME andlor had a non-delegable duty to ensure

reasonable operation of the facility and reasonable care to residents, as the licensee of the

facility, licensed as a nursing home as that term is defined in Florida Statutes Chapter 400.

11. MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME owed a duty to its residents to provide

reasonable care.

ALLEGATIONS AGAINST MORSE LIFE CORPORATE

12. At all times material, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, was the management

company/mafiager andlor owner of the subject nursing home.

13. At all times material hereto the Defendant, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, was in

the business of owning, managing, and,lor maintaining nursing and convalescent homes and

related health care facilities, including the subject facility located in Palm Beach County, Florida.

14. At all times material hereto, the Defendant, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, was

operating the subject facility, which was licensed as a nursing home as that term is defined in

Florida Statutes Chapter 400.

15. At all times material hereto, the Defendant, MORSE LIFE CORpORATE, was

operating MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME facility and,lor had a non-delegable duty to ensure

reasonable operation of the facility and reasonable care to residents, as the management company
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for the facility, which was licensed as a nursing home as that term is defined in Florida Statutes

Chapter 400.

16. MORSE LIFE CORPORATE had the right to control the nursing home's

operations, including but not limited to the facility's policies, procedures, budget, staffing and

employee training.

17. During RUTH TARDIE's residency, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE owned,

managed, operated and,lor had the right to control the nursing home and its staff. Therefore,

MORSE LIFE CORPORATE is responsible for any actions or omissions of the nursing home's

employees, agents or apparent agents.

18. MORSE LIFE CORPORATE owed a duty to its residents to provide reasonable

cate.

FACTS GIVING RISE TO THIS CAUSE OF ACTION

19. RUTH TARDIE was admitted to the subject Morse Life nursing home for

assistance with activities of daily living.l This included assistance with ambulation and transfers.

20. RUTH TARDIE was not properly supervised and assisted with her movements

inside the facility. As a result, she fell and suffered a broken knee. RUTH TARDIE underwent

surgery with the placement of surgical hardware. Following her falllfracture/surgery, RUTH

TARDIE could no longer walk on her own. Due to the fall injury, RUTH TARDIE was confined

to a wheelchair. She required total assistance with transfers in and out of her wheelchair, as well

as toileting.

I Exact dates are unknown due to the facility's repeated failure to produce Ms. Tardie's nursing home chart, despite
numerous requests.

4
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21. On or around August Il, 2016, RUTH TARDIE was being transferred via

mechanical lift in the bathroom, During the transfer, RUTH TARDIE warned the staff that they

were moving too fast and that she was not secured in the lift. Morse Life nursing home staff

failed to heed RUTH TARDIE's warnings. As a result, RUTH TARDIE's leg was forcefully

struck, causing grave injury.

22. RUTH TARDIE's complaints of pain were subsequently ignored. Under the

duress of the incident, she called her daughter, Patricia Cirillo, to tell her about what occurred.

Patricia Cirillo demanded that her mother receive an x-ray.

23. Eventually, as a result of Patricia's demand, radiology was taken confirming that

RUTH TARDIE fractured her femur in the lift transfer incident. She was taken to Jupiter

Medical Center, where she remained until her death.

24. RUTH TARDIE died on August 18,2016.

25. The nursing home chart was requested pursuant to Florida Statute. Morse Life

ignored this valid request. As a result, a Notice of Intent to Initiate Litigation was sent to the

Defendant nursing home, again requesting the nursing home chart be produced. This Notice of

Intent and all pre-suit discovery requests were also ignored by the Defendant nursing home.

WnoNcrur, Dnern Dnuracns

26. RUTH TARDIE wrongfully died on August 18,2016 as a direct and proximate

result of the Defendants' negligence, more fully described above and below. The death

certificate says, Exhibit 2, inpertinent part:

5
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MANNER OF DEATH:

CAUSE OF DEATH:

ACCIDENT

A. RIGHT FEMTIR FRACTURE
b. METASTATIC CANCER TO BONE

August Il,2016DATE OF INJURY:

DESCRIBE HOW INJIIRY OCCURRED:
DECEDENT FRACTURED LEG DURING LIFTING PROCESS

27. As a direct and proximate result of the rights violations outlined above and below,

the Estate of RUTH TARDIE and the survivors of the Estate, including but not limited to

Patricia Cirillo, are entitled to all damages recoverable for the wrongful death caused by the

Defendants, as alleged above and below, including but not limited to:

a. Damages for RUTH TARDIE's bodily injury, pain and suffering,

disability, disfigurement, mental anguish, loss of the capacity for the enjoyment of life,

expensive hospitalization, the value of reasonable nursing services and nursing care

provided to RUTH TARDIE, medical and nursing care andtreatment and aggravation of

previous existing conditions, from the time of her injury until the time of her death;

b. Medical bills and expenses;

c. Funeral expenses;

d. Loss of Net Accumulations;

o. Patricia Cirillo and the other children of the deceased, have suffered

mental pain and suffering which will continue for the rest of their life, and they have

suffered the loss of services and support of their mother, RUTH TARDIE, and have

incurred medical and funeral expenses as a result of RUTH TARDIE's death, and have

suffered the loss of RUTH TARDIE's love and companionship.

6
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28. This case is being pleaded as a wrongful death claim. However, alternatively, if
these injuries did not cause RUTH TARDIE's death, the Estate of RUTH TARDIE claims all

damages recoverable under a survival action, including but not limited to the non-economic and

economic damages of the decedent for bodily injury and resulting pain and suffering, disability,

disfigurement, mental anguish, loss of capacity for the enjoyrnent of life, expense of

hospitalization, medical and nursing care andtreatment, and aggravation of a previously existing

condition, from time of injury of RUTH TARDIE to the time of her death. These survival

damages occurred as a direct and proximate result of the negligenco of the Defendants' outlined

above and below.

29. Plaintiff re-adopts and re-alleges paragraphs 1 through2T andfurther alleges:

30. Defendant, MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME, through its employees, agents and

apparent agents were below the standard of care and thus violated the Chapter 400 rights of

RUTH TARDIE as follows:

a. Failing to appropriately assess and screen RUTH TARDIE as a potential fall risk

resident;

b. Failing to provide appropriate intervention to prevent falls and safe lifting

techniques;

c. Dropping RUTH TARDIE;

d. Causing injury to RUTH TARDIE's femur through trauma;

COUNT I:
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e. Failing to report trauma sustained by the resident;

f. Failing to prevent skin breakdown and malnutrition;

g. Failing to properly communicate with RUTH TARDIE and/or her family;

h. Failing to keep proper records relating to RUTH TARDIE and failing to produce

those records upon valid request;

i. Failing to comply with the requirements of Title 59 of the Florida Administrative

Code and 42 CFR Section 483, which govern nursing homes such as this facility;

j. Failing to provide the level of care, skill, and treatment which in light of relevant

surroundings circumstances is recognized as acceptable and appropriate by reasonably

prudent similar health care providers; and,

k. Failing to exercise reasonable care under all circumstances.

31. The above negligence occurred from the actions and omissions of employees,

agents and apparent agents of Defendant, MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME, while in the course

and scope of their employment, agency and/or apparent agency.

32. As a proximate result of the Defendant's deprivation of and infringement upon

RUTH TARDIE's Chapter 400 rights as alleged in this Complaint, which includes the above

alleged negligence, RUTH TARDIE wrongfully died.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, The Estate of RUTH TARDIE, demands judgment for

damages against Defendant, MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME, and further demand a trial by

jury of all issues so triable.

8
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COUNT II:
TARDIE v. MORSE LIFE CORPORATE _ WRoNGF.UL DEATH

33. Plaintiff re-adopts and re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 27 andfurther alleges:

34. Defendant, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, through its employees, agents and apparent

agents were below the standard of care and thus violated the Chapter 400 rights of RUTH

TARDIE as follows:

a. Failing to appropriately assess and screen RUTH TARDIE as a potential fall risk

resident;

b. Failing to provide appropriate intervention to prevent falls and safe lifting

techniques;

c. Dropping RUTH TARDIE;

d. Causing injury to RUTH TARDIE's femur through trauma;

e. Failing to report trauma sustained by the resident;

f. Failing to prevent skin breakdown and malnutrition;

g. Failing to properly communicate with RUTH TARDIE andlor her family;

h. Failing to keep proper records relating to RUTH TARDIE and failing to produce

those records upon valid request;

i' Failing to comply with the requirements of Title 59 of the Florida Administrative

Code and 42 CFR Section 483, which govern nursing homes such as this facility;

j. Failing to provide the level of care, skill, and treatment which in light of relevant

surroundings circumstances is recognized as acceptable and appropriate by reasonably

prudent similar health care providers; and,
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k. Failing to exercise reasonable care under all circumstances.

35. The above negligence occurred from the actions and omissions of employees, agents

and apparent agents of Defendant, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, while in the course and scope

of their employnent, agency and/or apparent agency.

36. As a proximate result of the Defendant's deprivation of and infringement upon RUTH

TARDIE's Chapter 400 rights as alleged in this Complaint, which includes the above alleged

negligence, RUTH TARDIE wrongfully died.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, The Estate of RUTH TARDIE, demands judgment for

damages against Defendant, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, and further demand atialby jury of

all issues so triable.

COUNT III:
TARDIE v. MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME _ SURYIVAL ACTION

37. Plaintiff re-adopts and re-alleges paragraphs 1 through 25,28 and further alleges:

38. Defendant, MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME, through its employees, agents and

apparent agents were below the standard of care and thus violated the Chapter 400 rights of

RUTH TARDIE as follows:

a. Failing to appropriately assess and screen RUTH TARDIE as a potential fall risk

resident;

b. Failing to provide appropriate intervention to prevent falls and safe lifting

techniques;

c. Dropping RUTH TARDIE;

d. Causing injury to RUTH TARDIE's femur through trauma;

l0
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e. Failing to report trauma sustained by the resident;

f. Failing to prevent skin breakdown and malnutrition;

g. Failing to properly communicate with RUTH TARDIE and/or her family;

h. Failing to keep proper records relating to RUTH TARDIE and failing to produce

those records upon valid request;

i. Failing to comply with the requirements of Title 59 of the Florida Administrative

Code and 42 CFR Section 483, which govern nursing homes such as this facility;

j. Failing to provide the level of care, skill, and treatment which in light of relevant

surroundings circumstances is recognized as acceptable and appropriate by reasonably

prudent similar health care providers; and,

k. Failing to exercise reasonable care under all circumstances.

39. The above negligence occurred from the actions and omissions of employees, agents

and apparent agents of Defendant, MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME, while in the course and

scope of their employment, agency andlor apparent agency.

40. This Count is being pleaded in the alternative to the above wrongful death Count. If

these injuries did not cause the death of RUTH TARDIE, the Plaintiff alleges all damages

recoverable under a survival action, including but not limited to the non-economic damages of

decedent for bodily injury and resulting pain and suffering, disability, disfigurement, mental

anguish, loss of capacity for the enjoyment of life, expense of hospitalization, medical and

nursing care and treatment, and aggravation of a previously existing condition, from time of

injury of RUTH TARDIE to the time of her death.

11
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WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, The Estate of RUTH TARDIE, demands judgment for

damages against Defendant, MORSE LIFE NURSING HOME, and further demand a trial by

jury of all issues so triable.

COT]NT IV:
TARDIE v. MORSE LIFE CORPORATE - SURVIVAL ACTION

4 I . Plaintiff re-adopts and re-alleges paragraphs I through 25 , 28 and further alleges:

42.Defendant, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, through its employees, agents and apparent

agents were below the standard of care and thus violated the Chapter 400 rights of RUTH

TARDIE as follows:

a. Failing to appropriately assess and screen RUTH TARDIE as a potential fall risk

resident;

b. Failing to provide appropriate intervention to prevent falls and safe lifting

techniques;

c. Dropping RUTH TARDIE;

d. Causing injury to RUTH TARDIE's femur through trauma;

e. Failing to report trauma sustained by the resident;

f. Failing to prevent skin breakdown and malnutrition;

g. Failing to properly communicate with RUTH TARDIE andlor her family;

h. Failing to keep proper records relating to RUTH TARDIE and failing to produce

those records upon valid request;

i. Failing to comply with the requirements of Title 59 of the Florida Administrative

Code and 42 CFR Section 483, which govern nursing homes such as this facility;

t2
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j. Failing to provide the level of care, skill, and treatment which in light of relevant

suroundings circumstances is recognized as acceptable and appropriate by reasonably

prudent similar health care providers; and,

k. Failing to exercise reasonable care under all circumstances.

43. The above negligence occurred from the actions and omissions of employees, agents

and apparent agents of Defendant, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, while in the course and scope

of their employment, agency anilor apparent agency.

44. This Count is being pleaded in the alternative to the above wrongful death Count. If

these injuries did not cause the death of RUTH TARDIE, the Plaintiff alleges all damages

recoverable under a survival action, including but not limited to the non-economic damages of

decedent for bodily injury and resulting pain and suffering, disability, disfigurement, mental

anguish, loss of capacity for the enjoyment of life, expense of hospitalization, medical and

nursing care and treatment, and aggravation of a previously existing condition, from time of

injury of RUTH TARDIE to the time of her death.

WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff, The Estate of RUTH TARDIE, demands judgment for

damages against Defendant, MORSE LIFE CORPORATE, and further demand at/ral by jury of

all issues so triable.

13
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Cont. from prior page

I

DATED this 17th day of August,2017 .

lsiTll,iclad 0, 8,uudn. Eaa.

-

Michael J. Brevda, Esq.
Florida Bar No.: 084048
SBNToR Jusrrcs LawFmu
33 S.E. 5th Street, Suite 105
Boca Raton, Florida 33432
Phone: (561)717-0817
Fax: (561) 708-6781
Email : eservice@SeniorJustice.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CTRCUIT COURT OF ?HE F'IF'TEEN?H .]UDICIA! CTRCUITrN ENP FOR PALM BEACH COU$TY" FLQRIDA

PROBA?E DIVISION

same in her wi.lt 
t Ll

, DONE AND ORDERED in chambers at Falm Beaeh counLy, !,lorida or, , I I
t-

'"1 ')u,, n ^A.^{fu -a'o{ l'tlr"r},

IN RE: E$"ATE Otr'

RUTH M. TARDIE,

Deeeased.

CASE NO. s0-2017-Cp-000700_xxxx*sB

ORDEB AD},TI?TXNG WITJL TO PROBATE
AND APPOINTINC PERSO}dAI] REPRESE}flTATIVE

( self-proved)
The inserumenL presented f,o Ehis court. as the 1ast. will of RUTH M. TARDTE,

deceased, having been executed in conformity with 1aw, and made self-proved at
the time of its execution by the acknowledgmenL of the Decedent ancl rhe
affidavits of the witnesses, each made before an officer auehorized to adminieter
oaths and evidenced by t,he officer's cerfificaEe attaehed to or folrowing the
w1]1 in Lhe form required by law, and no objection having been made io ils
probaLe, and the court finding that the Decedent, died on August LB, 2ah6t

AD\TUDGED EhaC the wirr dat.ed Aprj-l ]-7, ?012 wit,neseed by Ann vazquez,
Clement Swaby and Barbara cohen as subseribing and attesting witnesges, is
admit.t.ed to probate according to law as and for uhe last, will of the Decedent,
and iE is further

AD'JUDGED t'har PATRTCIA CrRrLLo is appointed personal represent,at,ive of the
estate of the Decedent, and Ehat upon taki.ng t.he prescribed oat,h, f i.llng
designation of resident agen't and accepeance, let,ters of administratlon s.haI1 be
issued. No bond shal1 be required since the Decedent waived the necessity for
same in her will , ,'ltl

rN THH

c.e. Timothy G. Sander, E,sq.

Eslate must be clo{monrhsrromrhe*:#-

frl I'

$s3:rffiffi%tsw*{t
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BUREAU ot VITAL STATTSTTCS

CERTIFICATION OF DEATH

FACILITY NAME OR STREET ADDRESS: HOSPICE OF PALTII EEACH COUNTY

LOCATION OF DEATI'I: \wEST PALM BEACH, PALM BEACH COUNTY,33{0?

suRvrvrNG sPousE, DEGEDEilT's RESTOENGE AND HtSTORy TNFORMATTON
MARITAL STATUS: wlool lEO
SURVIVING SPOUSE NAME: NONE
RESTOENCE: /t8,17 FREo GLADSTONS 0RlV€, WEST PALM BEICH, FLORIoA 03417, LJNITED STATES

AMENDED
STATE FILE NUMBER: 2016125054

DECEDENT INFORMATION
NAME: RUTH TAROIE

OATE OF DEATH; Ausust 18, 2018

DATEOFAIRTH: Decomlr€r7, {92d
PLACE OF OEATH: HOSPICE

OCCUPATION, INDUSTRY: LPU, $EOICAL
RACE: -&w. 

-Arsd{,rcs4e6 
rAiehdrb

_artr@ ll@d Ala*e ild@Ii&.

CERTIFIER INFORMATION
TYPE OF CERTIFIER: MEDICAL Ey!AMINER
TIME 0F OEATH (24 hr): 1442

DATE ISSUED; January 3't,2017

STATE FILE OATEI August 19, 2016

SEX: FEMALE SSN: 049.16-3668 AGE:ogi Y€ARS
BIRTHPTACE: oERBY, CONNECTICUT, UNITEO STAIES

COUNTY:PALM BEACH

-jCl*H -:f[oaE

-VLtlm

NffiHil$m Jtru fu

-OEAtle
-otrs -uffi

_G@e,sdc'1e(o 
-gan@ 

_OHPeliclrl
HISPANIC OR HAITIAN ORIGIN? NO, NOT OF HISPANICIHAITIAN OBIGIN
EOUCATION: gTH THRU 12TH GRADE; NO OIPLOMA EVER IN U.S. ARMED FORCES? IIIO

PARENTS ANO INFSRMANT INFORMATION
FATHERiPARENT: CLARENCE H BAILEY
MOTHER/PARENT:ANNA BRUNOAGE
INFORMANT: PATRICIA CIRILLo
RELATIONSHIP TO DECEDENT: DAUGHTER
INFORMANIS AOORESS: 4333 WLLOW BROOK CIRCLE, WEST PALM BE,ACH, FLORIDA 33417, UNITED STATES

PLACE OF DISPOS'TION AND FUNERAL FACILITY INFORI'IIATION
PLACE OF DISPO$ITION: SCTENCE CAR€ ANATOMICAL

CORAL SPRING$, FLORIOA
t!,lETllOD OF OISPOSITION: OONATTON
FUNERAL OIRECTORTLICENSE NUI{BER: OANA lU. HALL, F052147
FUNERAL FACILITY: BERGEN FUNERAL SERVTCE tNC F039998

3107 DAVIS BLVO, NAPLES, FLORIDA 34104

CERTIFIER,S NAME: MICHAEL OAVIO BELL
CERTIFIER'S LICEI\lSE NUMBER: MEfi36S
NAME CIF ATTENDING PHYSICIAN (ll other than Certifior): NOT AppLtCABLE

CAUSE OF OEATH ANO INJURY II{FOEMATION
MANNE,i OF OEATH: ACCIOENT
CAUSE OF DEATII - PART I - and Approxinlste lntervat: Onset to Death:
a RIGHIFEMUR FRACTURE

b ITiETASTATIC CANCER TO BONE

d

PART ll - Other signiticant conditions cortributlng to death but nol resulting in tha underlying cause given in PART l:
CORONARY ARTERY OISEASE. OIABETES MELLITUS

AUTOPSY PERFORMEO? NO

DATE OF SURGERY:

REASON FOR SURGERY:

IF TEMALE, NOT PREGNANT WITHIN PAST YEAR
DATEOFINJURY: Augusl11,2016 TIMEOFINJURY(24hr) UNKIIo!'/N INJURYATwoRK? No
LOCATION OF INJURY: {847 FRED GLAD$TONE ORIVE, WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIOA 33417, UI.IITEO STATES
OESCRIBE HOW INJURY QCCURRED:
OECEOENT FRACTUREO LEG OURING LIFTING PROCESS

PLACE CIF INJURY: ALFTHOME

IF TRANSPORTATION INJURY. Status oI Docedenl: Typo ot V6hicle:
OATE AMENOEO: 12',IT/20I6 ANY CERTIFICATION ISSUEO PRIOR TO THE AMENOEO DAIE ilIAY BE NULL ANO VOID.

6/*,"--
,stato Rsglstrar

MEOICAL EXAMINER CASE NUMBERi 161601273
DATE CERTIFIEO: Oocombor 15, 2016

AUTOPSY TINDINGS AVAILABLE TO COMPTETE CAUSE OF DEATH?
DID IOBACCO USE CONTRIBUTE TO OEATH? NO

llrr rlr):, i,ti^r(rf,.r,rlj,ri!r,!ri iilr.i itrrri nt,lji.a):rtr, r)ji i.$r..I.(:i{)i.,,,r.! ,itlr:ri,i.r(ri_
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